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where X( t) is the number of customers in the system at a time t and Y(I) is Lhe 
number of customers served up to time t. We assume that the service rate depends 
on the number of customers served. Using Laplace transforms, the transient 
behaviour Gf the system is discussed. The particular situation where X( t) assumes 
only two values 0 or I is considered. Explicit expressions for P,,i( t) and &(t), 
for all j 3 0 are obtained. 
Transient Solution of a Queue with Arrival Rate Dependence on the Number of Units 
Sewed 
J.K. Daniel and A. Krishnamoorthy, Department of Mathematics and Statistics, 
i_Jni persity q[ Cochin, Cochin-22, India 
A single server queue in which arrivals are according to a nonhomogeneous 
Poisson process of rate depending on the number of units served and service time 
following the exponential distribution is considered. Let 
P,,,_,( 1) = Pr(X( 1) = m, Y(t) = n} 
be the probability that there are X(t) = m units at time t in the queue and the 
number served up to time t is Y(t) = ~1. Expressions for P,,,,,(t) are obtained. The 
case when no waiting is allowed has been examined in detail. The steady-state 
4ution is obtained under the assumption of decreasing arrival rate. 
Random Idle Policy for a Erlangian Input Queue 
K.A. Gupta and Ashok Kumar, Department of Mathematics. M.D. Uniwrsit_v, Rohtak, 
lnditr 
This paper deals with a random idle policy for a queueing system with Erlangian 
input and exponential service time. In this policy we consider that the server goes 
to an idle state if there is no unit in the queue and the unit being served terminates. 
The server can resume his work after a random period. The waiting space is limited 
to N. The Laplace transform of the probability generating function of state prob- 
abilities has been obtained. The steady state solution, an expression for the mean 
queue length and the other operational characteristics have been obtained. At the 
end some numerical results are also computed. 
On the Stochastic Theory of Compartments: A Semi-Markov Approach for the Analysis 
of a Two-Compartment Reversible System 
KM. Mehta, Madras Institute @‘Technology, Anna Uni~~ersity, Madras-600044, India 
S. Duraisuamy, Department vf Mathematics, A.M. Jain College, Madras-600061, 
lndia 
Thi\ paper discusses a general stochastic ‘model for a two-cc.mpartment reversible 
%v\tern. A semi-Markov process is developed to analyse the system. It is developed 
